TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Rebar CuttersTM
Specifications
15mm

32mm

50mm

Weight
Empty

0.04kg

0.07kg

0.18kg

Weight Full

0.058kg

0.14kg

0.35kg

140 x 28 x
28mm

180 x 52 x
46mm

233 x 58 x
64mm

Dimensions

Description
The Rebar Cutters™ are shaped charges perfect for cutting steel
bars and cables. Available in three sizes the charges each consist
of a plastic case containing an angular copper shaped charge liner
which clips onto a steel bar or cable. Rebar Cutters™ can be used
on land and in underwater.
They are filled by the user with explosive like NSP711 or similar.
The Rebar Cutters™ are available in sizes to cut up to 15mm,
32mm and 50mm bars and cables.
The Rebar Cutters™ can be used singly, or if cutting a thicker
piece of cable, in an array. Rebar Cutters™ can be attached to the
target quickly and easily using only one hand making them ideal
for use in inaccessible places.

Applications
Rebar Cutters™ are used by the demolition industry to cut reinforced bar and cable when concrete structures are demolished or
perforated. They can be used to cut window bars, metal grilles and
railings. They can also be used to cut tangled steel cables to make
it easier to transport or lift.
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